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INTRODUCTION

Lazurite, (Na,Ca)8[Al6Si6O24](SO4,S)2, is the dominant min-
eral in lapis lazuli that occurs in metamorphosed limestones or
at the contacts of pegmatites with limestone. It is a member of
the aluminosilicate sodalite-group minerals and is similar to
the other sulfatic members, nosean and haüyne (e.g., Taylor
1967; Hassan and Grundy 1984, 1989, 1991; Hassan et al.
1985). Noncubic lazurite intergrown with optically isotropic
lazurite has been reported (Hogarth and Griffin 1976), as
well as triclinic, monoclinic, and orthorhombic lazurites
(Voskoboinikova 1938; see Sapozhnikov 1992). Hogarth and
Griffin (1976) reported a phase transition from anisotropic to
isotropic lazurite that occurs at approximately 530 °C.
Sapozhnikov (1992) used single-crystal X-ray diffraction
(XRD) to study lazurites from the southwestern Pamir. One
isotropic lazurite has a 5.71a incommensurate cubic supercell
and the other has a 6a commensurate cubic supercell. The aniso-
tropic lazurite has an orthorhombic supercell with space group
Pnaa and with parameters of asup = asub√2; bsup = 3asub√2; csup =
csub, where sub = subcell and sup = supercell.

Single-crystal X-ray structure refinements are available for
cubic lazurites: one is from Afghanistan and the other is from
Baffin Island (Hassan et al. 1985). The sample from Afghani-
stan is used in this study. In this lazurite, 71% of the cages
contain [Na3Ca.SO4]3+ clusters and the remaining 29% contain
[Na3Ca.S]3+ clusters. The excess [Na3Ca.SO4]3+ clusters that
amount to 42% can be distributed randomly throughout the
structure, or they can be segregated into domains and produce
a composition, Na6Ca2[Al6Si6O24](SO4)2, which is haüyne. Such
haüyne domains contain one type of [Na3Ca.SO4]3+ clusters and
they may not produce satellite reflections because all cages are
filled with the same clusters that have identical sizes, and thus

the framework oxygen atom may occupy one position, O1
(Hassan and Grundy 1991; Hassan and Buseck 1989b; Xu and
Veblen 1995).

In nosean and haüyne, the cage clusters are ordered and
antiphase boundaries (APBs) are present, so the space group
of each domain is P23, a subgroup of P4

–
3n, which was used to

determine the average structures (Hassan and Grundy 1989,
1991; Hassan and Buseck 1989a, 1989b; Hassan 1996a, 1996b).
In lazurite, nosean, and haüyne, the Si and Al atoms do not
contribute to the satellite reflections because they have normal
temperature factors, thus indicating no positional ordering of
the T atoms (Hassan et al. 1985; Hassan and Grundy 1989,
1991). All sulfatic sodalites show similar disorder of the inter-
stitial Na, Ca, and K atoms that occur on three nearby posi-
tions on the body diagonals of the cube, but no ordering or
satellite reflections occur along <111> directions. In haüyne,
the framework oxygen atoms occupy one set of 24(i) positions,
but they occupy a split position (O1 and O2) in nosean and
lazurite (see Fig. 1 of Hassan and Buseck 1989a). Satellite re-
flections are present in nosean and lazurite, but they are absent
in this haüyne (Hassan and Grundy 1991; Hassan and Buseck
1989b). The framework oxygen atoms appears to occupy the
O1 and O2 positions in response to the different “sizes” of the
cage clusters. Ordering of the cage clusters may cause order-
ing of the O1 and O2 oxygen atoms, and give rise to the satel-
lite reflections in sodalite-group minerals.

Generally, lazurite samples are optically inhomogeneous and
they contain weak satellite reflections, so powder XRD inves-
tigations are not definitive. Single-crystal XRD investigations
are more useful if a single phase can be obtained. Single-crys-
tals are difficult to obtain because lazurite is massive, not well
crystallized, and inclusions of a second polymorph cannot be
ruled out. TEM investigation is possibly the most useful tech-
nique for studying such samples because smaller crystals are
used. Even on such a fine scale, ring or polycrystalline diffrac-
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ABSTRACT

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and thermal (DTA-TG) analyses of lazurite,
(Na,Ca)8[Al6Si6O24](SO4,S)2, indicate three forms: cubic, modulated, and orthorhombic. Cubic lazurite
contains mainly [Na3Ca.SO4]3+ clusters that are disordered together with the O1 and O2 oxygen
atoms, and no satellite reflections occur. In the modulated lazurite structure, [Na3Ca.SO4]3+ and
[Na3Ca.S]3+ clusters are ordered and possibly cause ordering of the framework oxygen atoms on the
O1 and O2 positions and produce satellite reflections. Different ordering of these clusters gives an
orthorhombic supercell with parameters of 2d110 × 6d11

–
0 × c with respect to the cubic subcell. The

DTA-TG study indicates that the orthorhombic to the modulated phase transition occurs at a peak
temperature of 489 °C. A single-crystal fragment of lazurite may contain all three phases, as was
observed by TEM in this study. Such intergrowths indicate a continuous framework with different
regions of the crystal containing different ordering and chemistries. Two new lazurite superstruc-
tures were observed with dimensions of 6d110 × 3d001, and 3d112 × 3d1

–
11 with respect to the cubic

subcell.
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